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Abstract
This paper presents a symbolic time series analysis 
methodology using to detect anomalies and predict the 
future health of electronic products. Due to the complexity 
of the system under analysis, a multivariate Mahalanobis 
Distance approach is used to reduce the dimensionality of 
the problem as well as to capture correlations between 
monitored performance parameters. A non-linear dynamic 
Markov model is developed from the symbolic 
representation of system dynamics to distinguish healthy 
from unhealthy system states. Novel anomaly measures are 
used to detect existing and emerging faults and failures.  
 A case study is presented to demonstrate the capability 
of the proposed methodology in real time system health 
monitoring. In the case study, notebook computers are 
exposed to a set of environmental conditions representative 
of the extremes of their life cycle profiles. The 
performance parameters monitored in-situ during the 
experiments are used to define a baseline for healthy 
systems and to identify specific parameter behavior. The 
baseline of healthy systems is used to differentiate 
unhealthy systems from healthy ones. The proposed 
anomaly detection methodology is verified by injecting an 
artificial fault into the system. Results from the study 
demonstrate the potential of the approach for system 
diagnostics and prognostics.  

Introduction

A considerable amount of knowledge exists on 
prognostics and health management of mechanical and 
structural systems, particularly with respect to 
establishing failure precursors (such as changes in 
vibration signatures and variations in acoustic levels due 
to wear). Degradation in electronics is much more 
difficult to unveil and scrutinize than in most mechanical 
systems and structures due to the complex architecture 
and miniaturization of most electronic devices and 
products.  

The quantification of degradation and the progression 
from faults to failure (electrical performance or 
functionality) is a challenging task [1]-[7]. Anomalies in a 
system can be due to a manufacturing defect or may have 
evolved over time. Identification of anomalies and their 

progressive trends can be used to provide: 1) advance 
warning or precursor for failures; 2) condition based 
maintenance in place of scheduled maintenance, 3) 
reduction of the life-cycle cost of equipment by 
decreasing inspection costs, downtime, and inventory; and 
4) optimization of design and qualification cycles of new 
systems as well as logistical support of fielded and future 
systems.  

Techniques for diagnostics and prognostics in 
electronic systems include the use of statistical models 
[2], physics-of-failure based life-consumption models [3], 
state estimation models [6], and data driven models [8]. It 
has been shown that these techniques can be applied at six 
levels of electronics, [4] from semiconductor chips, to 
chip packaging, to assemblies, products, and complete 
systems of systems.  

In general, electronic product performance must be 
assessed by monitoring multiple parameters. This 
provides for some redundancy but also requires that the 
prognostic methods consider the dependent relationships 
between the parameters and any “noise” generated in 
parameter consolidation.    

In this paper, the objective is to capture the non-linear 
dynamics of an electronics system to diagnose and predict 
future performance capability. To do this, a multivariate 
Mahalanobis Distance (MD) [10] approach is used to 
define a unified parameter representative of system 
health. Symbolic time series analysis is applied to MD 
values time series obtained by associating time 
information with MD values. A non-linear dynamic 
Markov model [13] is then developed from the symbolic 
representation of system dynamics to differentiate 
different states (healthy and unhealthy) of the system [8] 
[9][10]. For noise reduction in the MD value time series, 
wavelet transform [11] methods are used to characterize 
self-similar behavior, over a wide range of time scales. 
The wavelet transforms represent functions that have 
discontinuities and sharp peaks. These features are also 
used to detect “no-fault-found” types of faults. The 
symbolic time series is generated from the MD value time 
series by using a static partition in the time series. Symbol 
sequence statistics are used as the model strategy and the 
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Markov state model for representing system dynamics are 
constructed for system diagnostics and prognostics. 

A case study is presented to demonstrate the capability 
of the proposed methodology in “real time” product 
monitoring. Here, notebook computers were exposed to a 
set of environmental and operational conditions. During 
the experiment, sixteen performance parameters were 
monitored in-situ. The in-situ data was used to define the 
baseline of a healthy product and our methodology was 
used to differentiate unhealthy products from healthy 
ones. An artificial fault was then injected to validate the 
anomaly detection methodology.  

The first step in our methodology is to transform a 
multivariate problem into a univariate problem. This task 
is performed by using a Mahalanobis distance method.  

Mahalanobis Distance 

The Mahalanobis distance is a distance measure based on 
correlations between variables in multi-dimensional 
spaces to identify and analyze different patterns. It can be 
used to distinguish one group of data from another [10]. 
The MD value can be used to define MD scale and can be 
used as time series data, if time information is available. 
The MD is calculated using equation (1) 

 
 

 
where zj

T= [z1j, z2j, …, zpj], zij is a standardized variable 
and C is the correlation matrix. Here, i =1, 2, …, p 
represents the number of variables and j = 1, 2, … , m 
represents time. 

 The MD value is estimated by considering the 
correlation coefficients of all parameters as input. At each 
time step an MD value is calculated thus forming a time 
series of MD values. This time series represents the 
system health over time. This series also constructs a 
domain of MD values that represent healthy system. This 
MD domain can be used to detect system health whether 
it is in good health or bad before conducting further 
analysis. This domain can be updated as experience or 
system information is increased. This time series is used 
to extract system features and patterns for diagnostics and 
prognostics. Since the MD value is based on correlation 
coefficients and several parameters, a high amount of 
noise is contained in this time series, which means it 
needs to be filtered. The following section discusses 
filtering and the conversion of this time series into 
symbolic time series, which is used to develop the 
Markov state of the system. 

Symbolic Time Series

The symbolic time series is generated from 
discretization of the MD time-series measurement into 

a finite set of values [8][9][10]. In first step in this 
process is to define symbolic regions by introducing 
partitions in the dataspace, such that a specific symbol 
is assigned to the data values within a given partition. 
This partitioning reduces the variability of the signal in 
a region by representing it by a single symbol i.e., also 
known as the coarsening of information. This process 
improves the signal to noise ratio. The partitions i.e. 
range of MD value are defined such that the occurrence 
of each symbol 1, 2, 3 and 4 i.e., representative of a 
partition has the same probability. This probability 
optimization is achieved by maximizing Shannon 
entropy. Shannon Entropy, H is calculated using 
equation (2) 
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where the sum is over all symbols and pi the probability 
of ith symbol. The symbol that has zero probability does 
not contribute to Shannon Entropy measures. 

The process of symbolization i.e., conversion of 
continuous measurement into symbols, is shown in Figure 
1. MD value time series is partitioned by defining MD 
value regions in such a way that each region represents an 
equal amount of system information. This leads to finer 
partitions (a small range of MD values) in the clustered 
section of the time series. This type of transformation is 
known as static transformation. By the symbolic 
conversion i.e., using MD time series and the symbolic 
partitions constructed earlier, the original MD time series 
signals are converted into sequences of discrete symbols. 
A symbol is generated for each MD value depending on  
in which partition that an MD value falls. Symbols for an 
MD time series is shown in Figure 1. This conversion 
process captures large-scale features and reduces the 
noise.  
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Figure 1: Data series conversion into a symbol series 

It was observed that a small change in the 
performance parameter value results in different MD 
values.  Therefore, it can be assumed that a small range of 
MD values represents similar health status of the system. 
The variability of MD values within that range is 
considered as noise.  

The relative frequencies of each possible symbol 
sequence in the data, defined by a symbol sequence vector 
of a length are evaluated. The relative frequency of a 
sequence can be represented by a symbol sequence 
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histogram (SSH). The SSH represents the overall 
dynamics embedded in a given time series can be used to 
compare data sets or system behavior. SSH also provides 
information regarding “forbidden symbol sequence” i.e., 
symbol sequence with zero or a significantly low 
probability of occurrence. 

The numbers of sequence, which represents the 
dynamic behavior of the given system, is determined from 
the SSH. With good partition, this symbolic sequence 
retains essentially all of the information contained in the 
original time series, and once coded, the dynamics of a 
system are indistinguishable from other information sets.  

The symbol sequence can be used to represent any 
possible variation over time, depending on the number of 
symbols used and the sequence lengths. This approach 
does not make any assumption about the nature of the 
patterns, and it works equally well for linear and 
nonlinear phenomena. This can be used to detect 
anomalies present in the real-time noisy experimental 
data. 

The symbolic sequence identifies features that do not 
emerge in the analysis of the original time series. For 
example, such features can be periodic repetitions of a 
symbol (interpreted as repeating episodes of structural 
change) or some kind of stationary behavior. Once the 
symbol sequence is generated, the symbol sequence 
statistics, reflecting the probability of occurrence of 
different symbol sequences, can be calculated. Temporal 
structure in the data can be revealed by the relative 
frequency of each possible symbol sequence. Various 
types of statistics can be determined from the estimated 
symbolic sequence probability distribution. 

The SSH provides information about all of the symbol 
sequences present in the time series and their probability. 
This information is sufficient to create a Markov state 
model that can effectively express the system dynamics. 
Details on the Markov model are presented in the 
following section. 

Markov State Model 

Various states, representative of the system’s health and 
the transition probability, probability the one state will 
transition into another [13], which defines a Markov state 
model. A Markov model is defined as the four tuple 
<s1,S,W,E> where s1 is the start state, S is the set of 
states, W is the set of observation symbols, and E is the 
set of transitions. For an example, a transition from state 
s1 to s3, with the probability of 0.3 is represented as T 
(s1,”had”, s3, 0.3) or as: . Sometimes 
the probability density function (pdf) of the starting state 
is known instead of the probability. In that case, the s1 is 
replaced with a starting state’s pdf. Here the assumption is 
that the starting state is known. 

3.0)ss(P 3
had
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The intention here is to evaluate the probability (or 
likelihood) that a sequence of observations will occur 
given a specific Markov model, the determination of the  
best sequence of model states; and the adjustment of 
model parameters so as to best account for the observed 
signal.  

At regularly spaced discrete times, the system 
undergoes a change of state (possibly back to the same 
state) according to a set of probabilities associated with 
the state. We denote the time instants associated with state 
changes as t = 1, 2, . . . n, and denote the actual state at 
time t as qt . A full probabilistic description of the system 
would, in general, require specification of the current state 
(at time t), and of all predecessor states. For the special 
case of a discrete, first order, Markov chain, the 
probabilistic description includes the current and 
predecessor state, i.e.  
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Furthermore, consider processes in which the right-hand 
side of the above mentioned equation is independent of 
time, thereby leading to the set of state transition 
probabilities a, of the form 

)4(,1,]|[ 1 NjiSqSqPa itjtij 		��� �   
with the state transition coefficients having the properties 
aij�0 and �aij=1, since they obey standard stochastic 
constraints. The above stochastic process is called an 
observable Markov model since the output of the process 
is the set of states at each sample time, where each state 
corresponds to a physical (observable) event. To illustrate 
this, consider a simple 3-state Markov model of the 
system. Lets assume that once a day (e.g., in the 
morning), the system is observed as being in either state 
1, worse, 50% efficient; state 2, bad, 80% efficient; or 
state 3, good, 100% efficient, and that the matrix A of the 
state transition probabilities is  
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Given that the system at (t = 1) is 100% efficient (state 3), 
one might ask what the probability (according to the 
model) for the system is for the next 3 time units, good, 
bad, or worse? Stated more formally, we define the 
observed sequence 1 as 1 = {S3, S2, S1} corresponding to 
t = 1, 2, 3, and we wish to determine the probability of 0, 
given the model, which can be evaluated as 

3
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where �i=P[qi=Si], 1�i�N to denote the initial 
probabilities. 

The model can also be used to determine the 
probability that a model will stay in a certain state for 
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exactly “d” days. This probability can be evaluated as the 
probability of the observed sequence 2 as 2 = {Si, Si, …, 
Si, Sj} at {1,2, …, d, d+1} time unit. Given the model, this 
is   

 )6()d(p)a1()a()Sq,elmod|2(P iii
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The quantity pi(d) is the (discrete) probability density 
function of duration ‘d’ in state i. This exponential 
duration density is characteristic of the state duration in a 
Markov chain. Based on pi(d), we can readily calculate 
the expected number of observations (duration) in a state, 
conditioned on starting in that state as 
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Thus, the expected number of time units for a good 
system, according to the model, is 1/0.9 = 1.1; for a bad 
system, 1.1; and for a worse system 1.7. The above 
examples give an idea of what an Markov model is and 
how it can be applied to some simple scenarios.  

 In this paper, the Markov state model is used to 
determine 1) the probable system state, 2) the categories 
of different states, 3) the initial state probability, 4) the 
transition probabilities, 5) time to stay in a particular 
state, 6) the probability of reaching a state given its 
present state information, and 7) the approach for deriving 
a measurement scale for fault identification. 

 The following section discusses diagnostic and 
prognostic methodology using Mahalanobis Distance, the 
symbolic time series, and the Markov state model. 

Health Monitoring Methodology 

A sequential flow chart of the proposed methodology 
used in this paper for system diagnostics and prognostics 
is shown in Figure 2. The process is broadly categorized 
into three sections. The first section involves the 
generation of MD time series data from in-situ data 
collected during an experiment on a healthy system. the 
second section of the process involves the reduction of 
noise and the conversion of MD time series into a 
symbolic time series. The third section involves the 
construction of a Markov state model from the symbolic 
time series. The fourth section involves the identification 
of prognostic measures used to detect anomaly and 
incipient faults during system diagnosis and prognosis. 

During the first part of our approach, multiple 
performance parameters are monitored in-situ (figure 2-
a). The range of values and the behavioral pattern of each 
parameter under different environmental and operational 
conditions are 

 obtained. This information creates a baseline that 
represents a healthy product/system and can be used as a 
preliminary measure to detect any anomalies that arise 
over time. Correlation and interdependency between these 
parameters, also know as correlation coefficients, are 
identified. These correlation coefficients are used to 

estimate Mahalanobis Distance.at each sample time as 
discussed earlier (figure 2-b). This step is used to reduce a 
multi-dimensional problem to a uni-dimensional one. A 
threshold value of MD value is also used to filter 
unhealthy systems from healthy ones. This takes care of 
drastic changes in the amplitude of MD time series 
signals. The signals that fall within the threshold are used 
for further analysis. Due to inherent product variability 
and measurement noise, these MD values sometimes vary 
a lot and may provide wrong impression about product 
health. 

 
Figure 2 : Schematic of diagnosis and prognosis approach 

Before constructing a symbolic time series from an 
MD value time series, a wavelet transform is applied to 
extract information from a signal in terms of wavelet 
coefficients at different scales and time shifts (figure 2-c).  

 
Figure 3: Partitioning of a wavelet coefficient plot  

In wavelet analysis, the parameter scale is similar to 
the scale used in maps. As in the case of maps, high scales 
correspond to a non-detailed global view (of the signal), 
and low scales correspond to a detailed view. Similarly, in 
terms of frequency, low frequencies (high scales) 
correspond to global information of a signal (that usually 
spans the entire signal), whereas high frequencies (low 
scales) correspond to detailed information of a hidden 
pattern in the signal (that usually lasts a relatively short 
time). Wavelet algorithms process data at different scales 
or resolutions. A large window size used on a signal 
reveals gross features, whereas a smaller window size 
provides details of small discontinuities.  
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This provides wavelet coefficients at different scales 
and time shifts. Since the scale provides features of a 
signal, the scale is plotted against wavelet coefficients and 
time shifts at each time unit (ti). The scale and coefficient 
at each time shift represents product health. The stacked 
plot of a coefficient over a scale is a generated time shift 
(figure 2-d). 

The stacked plot is partitioned (figure 2-e) in such a 
way that segments with more information would have a 
finer partition while segments with coarser information 
would have a wider partition. Partitioning process is given 
in Figure 3. The process begins by choosing the initial 
number of partition and the stacked plot is partitioned. A 
symbol (numeric or alphabetic) is assigned to each 
partitioned segment. The symbol sequence is generated 
using the original MD time series and partitioned plot. A  
histogram plot for each symbol is built, and the 
probability of each symbol is calculated. The Shannon 
entropy is calculated using equation (2). The optimal 
partition size is obtained by maximizing the Shannon 
Entropy in an iterative manner. The stacked coefficient 
plot with the optimal number of partitions is used for the 
symbolic time series (figure 2-f) sequence generation 
from the MD time series as in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4: Symbolic time series generation 

The next step is to determine Markov states from the 
symbolic sequence, as shown in Figure 5. The subset of 
the symbol sequence length ‘l’ forms a word that 
represents the state of the system. The number of states in 
a Markov model is decided by the number of symbols 
used for a  word, their possible combinations and the total 
number of symbols used in partitioning, as discussed in 
the previous section. Each word is coded with a unique 
number, a histogram for them is built, and the probability 
of each state present in an entire time series is calculated. 
This probability is used to maximize Shannon entropy, as 
discussed earlier, and provides the optimal word length to 
generate Markov states. 

 
Figure 5: Markov state determination 

The Markov state model (figure 2-g) is defined by 
obtaining the initial probability of each state, which is 
estimated by calculating the probability of each word 
being present in symbolic time series, as shown in Figure 
6. By traversing through the symbolic series transition 
probability, the probability of a transition from one state 

to another is estimated. The probability density function 
of time to stay in a particular state is also derived. This 
probability density function makes it possible to track the 
system transition from one state to another. At a given 
instance of time, a system can be present in any of the 
Markov states.  

 
Figure 6: The Markov state model and prognostic 

measures 

  Four measures are used for system prognosis 1) 
identification of new states introduction 2) change in the 
transition probability 3) change in the probability of 
reaching any state, and 4) time to reach a state (figure 2-
h). 
 In the prognostic approach, a system’s probability of 
reaching any state is calculated using its present state and 
information from the Markov state model. Knowledge of 
the probability density function of staying time in any 
state and knowledge of the time to transition from one 
state to another makes it possible to estimate the amount 
of time a system takes to reach a particular state. This 
information provides lead-time information about the 
system before meeting any failure. The above-mentioned 
methodology is explained using the following case study. 

Case Study 

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed 
methodology, experiments were conducted to define a 
baseline for healthy systems and to identify specific 
parameter behavior. Notebook computers were exposed to 
a set of environmental conditions representative of the 
extremes of their life cycle profiles. The performance 
parameters were monitored in-situ during the 
experiments. The baseline of healthy systems was used to 
differentiate unhealthy systems from healthy ones. The 
proposed anomaly detection methodology was verified by 
injecting an artificial fault into the system. Results from 
the study demonstrate the potential of the approach for 
system diagnostics and prognostics. Operational and 
environmental ranges and profiles that constitute a 
“healthy system” were used to replicate the real time 
usage of the notebook computer. Software was installed 
on the computer to be used. A set of user activities was 
defined and simulated using script file to run on notebook 
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computers. An artificial fault was injected into the 
notebook computers to create and detect any change in 
system dynamics.  
 Experiments were performed on ten identical notebook 
computers, representative of the state-of-the-art in (2007) 
notebook computer performance and battery life (nearly 
three and half an hours on a single battery). For the 
experiment, six different environmental (temperature/ 
humidity combinations) conditions were considered. For 
each temperature/humidity combination, four usage 
conditions and three power supply conditions were used. 
Table 1 shows the set of twelve experiments  for one 
temperature/humidity combination (25°C with 55% RH). 
Therefore, a total 72 sets of experiments were performed. 
Each computer was turned on for 30 minutes before 
starting the experiment. The experimental sequence of 
events is shown in Table 2.  

Table 1: Combinations of experiments at 25oC/55% RH 

  
The software for in-situ monitoring was installed on the 
notebook computers, along with Windows XP 
Professional operating system and a suite of software 
packages. A script file was written using WinRunner 
software to simulate user activity. A set of files (.doc, 
.mp3, .ppt, .pdf, .xls) was kept in a folder to be used 
during the simulation. The notebook computers were kept 
at room temperature between each test condition. When 
the AC adapter powered the laptop and the battery was 
fully charged, the test duration was 3.5 hours. When an 
AC adapter powered the laptop and the battery was fully 
discharged, the test duration was determined by the time it 

took for the battery to fully charge. When the laptop was 
powered by the battery only, the test duration was 
determined by the time in which the battery fully 
discharges.  
 To monitor and compare performance across the 
system, the same set of user activities ran simultaneously 
on all ten systems. The same set of user activities was 
kept to achieve synchronization between the system and 
software responses. The notebook computer’s power 
mode was always set to ON. The screen saver and 
hibernation option were disabled to prevent these 
functions from occurring during an experiment. The 
wireless capability of the notebook computer was 
disabled due to the limited wireless connectivity inside 
the temperature/humidity chambers. Four levels of 
notebook computer usage were defined: 

Table 2 : Experiments sequence 
Temperature- 
Humidity 

Usage 
levels 

Power settings 

1. 25ºC/55% RH 
2. 5ºC/uncontrolled 

RH 
3. 50ºC/20% RH 
4. 50ºC/55% RH 
5. 25ºC/93% RH 
6. 50ºC/93% RH 

1. Usage 
level 4  

2. Usage 
level 3  

3. Usage 
level 2  

4. Usage 
level 1  

1.AC adapter 
(when battery 
is fully 
charged) 

2.Battery only 
3.AC adapter 

(when battery 
is initially fully 
discharged) 

 
1. Idle system - In this category, the operating system 
was loaded, no windows were open, no input were given 
from the keyboard or mouse, no hard drive or optical 
drive activity was occurring, no optical disc was inserted 
in any drive, and no other USB or Firewire peripherals 
were attached.  
2. Office productivity - In this category, the workload 
was simulated to replicate a user who read a word 
document and prepared another new word document. A 
new document was opened and the contents were copied 
from the previous document to the new document. Both 
documents were visited by toggling between the two. This 
reading and copying continued to make a five page 
document. Typing activity was also simulated using an 
automated script. The file was renamed before it was 
saved in a folder. An Excel file was opened and a random 
number was generated in a column. A set of activities was 
performed using data from that column and the file was 
saved. These activities were representative of office work. 
During this work, the system CPU was used 
intermittently. The system fan was turned on 
occasionally.  
3. Media center – In this category, the workload was 
simulated to serve a user’s entertainment needs. An 
automated script started Winamp (v5.24) media player 
and choose an mp3 file stored on the hard drive to play. 
After few minutes, the Real media player (v10.5) was 

Experiment 
Number 

Power 
Condition 

Usage Condition 

1 Antivirus 

2 Word Processing, 
Antivirus 

3 Music, Movie, 
Antivirus 

4 

AC adapter 
(while battery is 
fully charged) 

Video Game, 
Antivirus 

5 Antivirus 

6 Word Processing, 
Antivirus 

7 Music, Movie, 
Antivirus 

8 

AC adapter 
(while battery is 

fully 
discharged) 

Video Game, 
Antivirus 

9 Antivirus 

10 Word Processing, 
Antivirus 

11 Music, Movie, 
Antivirus 

12 

Battery only 
 

Video Game, 
Antivirus 
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opened and a movie file from the DVD was played. In 
this case the CPU load and graphics intensity were 
moderate. The system fan was turned on and off 
repeatedly to cool down the system. 
4. Game mode – In this category, the workload was 
operated in a gaming mode. A video game called Quake 
Arena II was played on the system by the automated 
script. The game was played in a single player option. 
After an hour, the game was closed and exited. During the 
game, the intensive use of graphics and simulation forced 
the CPU to run at a higher frequency, which heated up the 
system in a short time. The system fan was turned on all 
of the time.  

The data of the performance parameters were 
collected from the experiment. This data was used to 
create a baseline for a healthy system, which was used to 
define the system dynamics. Fifty data points 
representative of this database were selected and 
transformed into univariate Mahalanobis Distance values, 
as discussed earlier and shown in Figure 7. These points 
represent a healthy system and the variation in the values 
represents the presence of noise. As it was discussed, 
small change in a performance parameter results in a huge 
change in MD value. This type of small variation in the 
MD value was filtered and processed for a better health 
assessment  of the system.  
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Figure 7: MD values of healthy system 

 Daubechies wavelet transform (‘db5’) was applied to 
the MD time series data to remove noise from the signal 
and to extract features of the data, such as trends, 
discontinuities, and self similarities. Wavelet coefficients 
were obtained as output of wavelet transforms at different 
scales and time shifts. A stacked plot of coefficients vs. 
scales at different time shifts was generated. The stacked 
plot was partitioned into eight regions based on the 
Shannon entropy maximization, as given in Table 3. A 
symbol was assigned for each partition. For each time 
unit, an average coefficient value was calculated. This 
coefficient represents the MD value at that time.  

Table 3: Number of partitions 
Number of division 4 6 8 10 

Shannon entropy 0.24 0.36 0.57 0.52 

 A symbol corresponding to the partition of the stacked 
coefficient plot was taken to represent the MD value. This 

procedure generated a sequence of symbols for the entire 
time history. The optimal word length was chosen based 
on the Shannon entropy maximization, as shown in Table 
4. It is not required to choose the window size, but it does 
maximize the Shannon entropy.  
 The Markov states were represented by all words 
formed from the symbol sequence, as discussed earlier. 
The number of  Markov state increased significantly when 
the word length decreased and the number of symbols 
used in the problem increased. 

Table 4: Word sequence 
Word length 2 3 4 
Shannon entropy 2.97 3.83 3.71 
  The number of possible Markov states corresponding 

to the window size is shown in Table 4. An increase in the 
number of possible states reduced the initial probability of 
each state significantly and did not improve the results. 
Therefore, the window size should be such that the 
number of Markov states remains manageable.  

Table 5: Anomaly measures 
Number of new state in faulty system 8 
Change in state probability (state 1 :888) �-�0 = 

0.0443 
Change in mean time to stay in state 
(state 1:888) 

Tm-Tm0 
= 60 unit 

Difference in time unit taken to reach 
state 111 from 888 t-t0 = -14 

In this study, the total number of symbols used was 
eight, the window size of three was chosen and this 
resulted in 512 Markov states. The number of states was 
reduced from 512 to 146 by excluding those that had 
never been visited. The initial state probability and 
transition probability estimates were calculated.  

This information forms the baseline for a healthy 
product. Deviations from these will be considered as 
changes in product behavior. The first indication of 
change in product behavior is the introduction of a new 
state. The second is change in probability of states in an 
equal time interval i.e., (p-p0) in time interval �t. The 
third is the change in the time for which a product stays in 
a particular state and fourth one is change in time to 
transition from one state to another.  

This study used a notebook computer with a faulty fan 
that had stopped working after some time. The 
temperature of the components increased as the fan speed 
dropped. The prognostic measures indicated that any 
change in system dynamics can be diagnosed, as shown in 
Table 5. 

For prognosis, the objective was to find the 
probability of a product reaching a bad state and the time 
it takes to reach that state. This information can be 
obtained from the Markov state model. In this study, the 
assumption was made that states 111 and 888 are faulty, 
whereas states 333 and 444 are good. Next, the time it 
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takes to reach any of the faulty states from a good state 
was calculated, as well as the probability of reaching a 
faulty state. In this study, the time to reach a faulty state 
from a good state took 480 time units. The probability of 
reaching a faulty state from a good state within a small 
interval was negligible. This indicates that the proposed 
approach has potential for prognosis. 

Conclusions

This paper describes a unique method of monitoring the 
health of an electronic product using symbolic time series 
analysis in a multivariate environment. The use of the  
Mahalanobis Distance method simplifies the multi-
dimensional problem into a univariate problem. By 
combining the time information with the MD value, one 
can apply the time series theory for system diagnostics 
and prognostics. In the absence of apparent features and 
patterns in the time series, wavelet transform can be used 
to extract signal properties without losing time 
information associated with the signals. Noise reduction 
can be achieved by transforming the continuous time 
series into symbolic time series without losing the signal’s 
original behavior and trend. The dynamic nature of the 
system can be modeled as a Markov state model in which 
measures for anomaly detection and prognostics can be 
formulated. Anomaly measurements provide a tool for the 
system diagnostic approach. The Markov model makes it 
possible to perform prognostic measurements, such as the 
time it takes to reach a faulty state, along with the 
probability of reaching this state. The Markov model 
allows the systems to go back to their previous state and 
there is then no need to consider unidirectional system 
progress. The Markov model represents system behavior 
better than any regression fit that defines system health, 
especially for electronic products that experience failure 
not due to wear out mechanisms.  

The case study that tests notebook computers provides 
insight into the considerations necessary for establishing 
the parameter domain of a healthy computer. The 
successful implementation of the new methodology 
resulted in the establishment of the anomaly measures for 
the prognostic evaluation of the computers. An 
understanding of the system/product behavior under all 
probable usage conditions is critical when formalizing 
diagnostic and prognostic anomaly measures. Parameter 
variability and interdependency must be also estimated. 
Using this approach an accurate baseline representing a 
healthy product can be achieved.  

This method is a data driven approach that can be 
extended to any system for which the physics of failure is 
unknown. The consideration of correlation coefficients 
between performance parameters enables this approach to 
be used to detect any uncorrelated change in parameters. 
This advantage is due to the use of Mahalanobis Distance 

instead of Euclidean distances. Another advantage is that 
the use of wavelet transform for signal feature extraction 
retains time information as compared to Fourier 
transforms. The use of symbolic transform reduces the 
noise, which means data from all classes of sensors can be 
used irrespective of sensitivity and precision. Overall, the 
methodology proposed in this paper is a more cost 
effective and robust system for diagnostics and 
prognostics. 
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